Bacteria in the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome: molecular approaches to critical research questions.
There is a pressing need to determine the causes and consequences of, and optimal therapy for the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome. New data suggest that bacterial infection may be critical in some patients. We examined the rationale for and technical approaches to hypothesis driven studies of bacteria in the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome. The first hypothesis was that patients with the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome have prostatic bacteria that distinguish them from controls. In pilot studies patients with inflamed expressed prostatic secretions were more likely to have bacterial DNAs, that is 16S ribosomal DNAs. Current goals are to clone, sequence and compare ribosomal DNAs from patients and controls to determine which bacteria are most specific to the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome and which should be targeted in clinical trials. The second hypothesis was that bacterial viability correlates with the severity of the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome. Quantitative assays for bacterial elongation factor messenger RNA (tufA messenger RNA) provide tools to correlate bacterial viability with patient characteristics, will provide insights into the potential value of antimicrobial therapy and identify characteristics that distinguish patients most likely to respond. The third hypothesis was that patients with prostatic bacteria have similar bacteria in expressed prostatic secretions or on seminal fluid analysis and, furthermore, these bacteria differ from bacteria in controls. These studies would determine whether expressed prostatic secretions or seminal fluid analysis can be used to identify prostatic bacteria and may result in clinical methods for noninvasive diagnosis of prostatic infection. These studies should provide important insights into the causes of the chronic prostatitis-chronic pelvic pain syndrome and may elucidate optimal clinical evaluation and treatment in patients.